O’PARI
GOLDEN YACHTS 2020 LOA 95m/311’8” BEAM 13.8m/45’ 3” DRAFT 3.6m/11’ 10”

SPECIAL FEATURES
• Large aft pool deck
• Foredeck helipad
• Sun deck jacuzzi
• Marble-finished en suite bathrooms
• Impressive and spacious owner’s suite

CAPTAIN
DIAMANTIS
PAPAGEORGIOY
Captain Diamantis
Papageorgioy is a bit of
a legend among Greek
seafarers. He graduated first in
his class from the Marine Academy and captained
tugboats in the Greek Navy before turning his
talents towards the yachting industry.

“We had a great time on O’Pari! The yacht is absolutely beautiful and the team is very nice and welcoming.
The food, and especially the desserts were delicious! I hope we have the chance to cruise on O’Pari once again.”

In 2016-17 he was named Lloyd’s ‘Seafarer of
the Year’ for his professionalism and expertise.
Now at the helm of O’Pari, Captain Diamantis
is ready to share that expertise with his guests,
showing them the secret sites he has discovered
over the years and inviting them on an
unforgettable voyage.

THE EXPERIENCE
O’Pari is a yacht that offers a little something for
everyone. Her ample space and superb contemporary
decoration give an immediate feeling of calm and
luxury. Exotic marble walls contrast with sleek wooden
floors, allowing guests to breathe a sigh of relief when
they step on board.
The upper deck plays host to an impressive owner’s
suite complete with its own salon. In total, O’Pari offers
14 guest cabins, including a master, a VIP and two staff
rooms on the lower deck.
A full gym and spa including a massage room, a Turkish
hammam and a Finnish sauna are sure to delight those
seeking ultimate relaxation. For others in the mood for
more of a party, the open plan sun deck offers a full bar,
a DJ booth and plenty of space to dance the night
away while taking in the panoramic views. A touch
and go helipad on the upper deck adds the final touch
of prestige to this incredible vessel.
Venture down to the lower deck and you’ll find that
O’Pari has even more to offer. Several tenders are ready
and waiting, whether you are looking for a smooth ride
into port or a beach landing for a barbecue.
SeaBobs, Seadoos and inflatable jungle gyms and
infinity pools are just a few of the treats O’Pari has
in store.

THE CUISINE
CHEF
DIANOPLAKIS IOANNIS
The phenomenal cuisine on board
O’Pari is courtesy of Chef Dianoplakis
Ioannis. After honing his skills
in events and luxury hotels, his
inspiration and idols are diverse,
including icons Alain Ducasse, Albert Adria, and Massimo
Bottera. A renowned Greek chef named Constantinos
Vasalos also took him under his wing and taught him
the most valuable lessons in life and cooking.
Chef Dianoplakis, a highly creative and emotional chef,
became frustrated by the necessary office hours and
decided to spend more time inventing in the kitchen.
This was the drive that led him to the yachting industry,
where he found an ever-changing creative outlet, and
the constant challenges of clients’ desires that make
a true chef evolve and grow.
Utilising local suppliers and the freshest seasonal
ingredients, chef Dianoplakis is obviously influenced
by his Greek roots, but his cuisine is diverse and he
confidently pleases any picky palate. He describes his
style as a fusion of Mediterranean with Middle Eastern
spices and Japanese marinades. For him, the best part
of the job is that moment after service when his guests
are happy and he can feel that everything went well.

GUESTS 12 / CABINS 14 / CREW 29 / RATES FROM €1,000,000 PW / SUMMER EAST AND WEST MEDITERRANEAN / WINTER CARIBBEAN

SPECIFICATIONS
Cruising Speed

16 knots

Range

4,000 nm at 10 knots

Engines

2 x CAT 3516C-HD 2,525 kw

Naval Architect

NHellas

THE YACHT
Launched in 2020 and measuring 95 metres, MY O’Pari

crew of 29 trained to cater to their clients’ every need,

is one of the most eye pleasing, elegant vessels to hit the

the possibilities are endless.

market. Built by Golden Yachts and designed by Studio
Vafiadis, her sleek lines are contemporary and modern,
while the interior provides an experience in luxury

A ‘green yacht’ equipped with the latest DPJ systems to
combat and reduce pollutants, O’Pari is ready to cruise
in complete serenity. With an average speed of 16 knots

Exterior Designer Studio Vafiadis

beyond compare.

Interior Designer

The most recent yacht to join the Atalanta fleet, O’Pari

ready for adventure and is sure to keep guests coming

is sure to be the star of the charter market. Able to

back for more.

Studio Vafiadis

and stabilisers for use at anchor and underway, she is

effortlessly receive up to 12 guests, and with a stellar
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